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THE MOST SIGNIFICANT local document to come to light in recent years (that
is, since my work of the 1980s) relevant to the location of the battle of Bosworth
is a demesne terrier belonging to the Abbey of St Mary de Pratis (Leicester Abbey)
identified by Professor Barrie Cox in his contribution to the archaeological survey
undertaken by the Battlefields Trust in 2005–09. The document1 is dated to
between 1467 and 1484 and itemises fields, furlongs and meadows in the township
of Stoke Golding (‘Stoke’) at the end of the fifteenth century, on the cusp of the
battle of Bosworth. I would like here to offer a brief examination of this document
and, together with other local records, show how it helps to focus on the place
where the battle of Bosworth was fought, and how this reflects on the context of
the archaeological discoveries made in 2009. I would also like to correct and rebal-
ance a number of recent misconceptions.

A Leicester Abbey Demesne Terrier

The document identifies three open fields – Halmorefelde, Garbrodfelde and
Whytmorefelde – which can be equated roughly with later named areas (from the
early seventeenth century at least) in the same parish; that is, the later-named
‘Crownehillfielde’ with Garbrodfelde, ‘Milnehillfield’ with Whytmorefelde, and
Halmorefelde with the area that lay south of the manor-house and its park (the
‘Park’ and ‘Great Pasture’ marked on Trimnell’s map of 1637).2 The inference has
been made, reasonably, that the change of name from Garbrodfelde to
Crownehillfelde between c.1500 and c.1600 memorialises the battle, in as much
as it is likely that the tradition of Henry VII being crowned on Crown Hill, Stoke
Golding, is correct.3 In an (unpublished) study of the landscape in Stoke Golding,
1986–87, I was able to reconstruct the late sixteenth century closes, furlongs and
re-named open fields of the Lord Harrington estate at Stoke Golding from
research in the Baxter archive at Sheffield Library.4 By means of comparative analy-
sis, taking the 1605 Harrington sale indenture and using information from other
seventeenth century documents together with later records such as the Ashby
Canal proposed-route maps and the Stoke Golding Tithe Award of 1845, it was
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1 Liber de terris dominicalibus, Abbey of St Mary de Pratis, Leicester, British Library, Cotton MSS,
Galba E iii, f. 170r-v. I am indebted to Prof. Barrie Cox for his help with this document.

2 Map accompanying ‘Survey of the lands of William Trimnell, gent., lying in the lordship of Stoke
Golding … November 1637’, Leicestershire Record Office (hereafter LRO), DE7566/1.

3 P.J. Foss, The Field of Redemore [1990], Newtown Linford 1998, pp. 51–52 (my references are from
this edition).

4 Sheffield City Library, Davill/Baxter Estate Papers, 60787/3 (Box 4).



possible to arrive at a fairly accurate positioning of many of the topographical fea-
tures and parcels of land mentioned in the fifteenth century document.5

To give a summary indication, the following list shows names of land in the
terrier which can be fairly securely located in the present parish of Stoke Golding
(the figure after the name indicates the number of times the place-name is men-
tioned in the document). It should also be noted that in some cases I provide here
only one of the variant spellings, although the etymology corresponds in each case.

Some of these places can be accurately located and others inferred from later top-
ographical evidence.These locations are scattered throughout the three open fields
in Stoke Golding and are usually enumerated under the formula, for example, ‘x
rode super…’, which indicates ploughed strips. Some are given under a separate
heading in the document devoted to meadowland (prata). Here, the description
of the location is significantly different and indicates parcels of grassland (hades)
often on viable curtileges of wet, waste or marginal land. For example, ‘iij hades
[in] Whytmorehol’ in the Whytmorefelde (in the east of the parish) undoubtedly
corresponds to the area of the ‘ozier bed’ marked on the 1835 Ordnance Survey
map at SP 412972, portion of a ‘carr’ or ‘carr pit’ (wood bog) that gave its name to
the road running east from Stoke Golding (familiarly and traditionally known as
‘Carpet Lane’).6 Another instance is ‘i had in le plesche’, a place which bordered
the marshy area (the later ‘Plash’) on the Higham-on-the-Hill boundary in the
west of the parish at SP 384968. ‘iiij hadys in Seyduall’ is interesting, not only for
the quantity of land ascribed, but for the feature on the Dadlington-Stoke bound-
ary apparently associated with the ‘Seggewelle Hamme’ (a spring and a water
meadow) mentioned in a charter of Robert de Campagnia, c.1250.7 This was
almost certainly linked to the spring north of Stoke church at SP 395975. A further
spring line also issuing into wet meadowland lay about 800 metres east and
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5 Foss, Field of Redemore, p. 62, notes 37, 44.
6 This, interestingly, is adjacent to the place where local reports indicated an undocumented ‘battle’

burial-find in 1936, see Foss, Field of Redemore, p. 75, note E1. Another peat bog south of Stoke was the
‘black pit’, also mentioned in the document (as ‘blakpyttes’ in Halmorefelde) and in the 1605 indenture.
This can be identified as the wood carr at SP 407966.

7 G.F. Farnham, ‘Stoke Golding manorial history’, Transactions of the Leicestershire Archaeological Society,
vol. 14, part 2 (1926), p. 208. Strictly speaking, ‘Seggewelle’ is not easily related to ‘Seyduall’ etymologically,
but the latter does seem to refer to a ‘swampy hollow’ (from OE sæge + dyfel) or an extensive stretch of
water (from OE sid). The ‘Sidwall furlong’ of 1580 (LRO, 2D71/1/139) and ‘Siddwell Close’ of 1605 are
locatable on the hillside above this feature.

Pellybroke (2)
Thorntell (1)
Smalthorns (3)
Brechefurlong (1)
Merefurlong (2)
Brown heyth (1)

Garbrodys (3)
Plesche (2)
Holow (7)
Seyduall (1)
Beynehyll (2)
Rylandis (1)

Deykmansyke(2)
Woupoll (2)
Lytulwoldon (3)
Whytmorehol (1)
Barwelldyche (2)



marked on a 1793 pre-Ashby Canal map as ‘Bath’, that is, a fresh water pool. When
this stretch of the canal was built c.1802, it circumvented this area, drained the
issues and the pool and built the land up in the form of a shallow aqueduct.8

When the railway was constructed in the 1870s it further interrupted the natural
water outlet here which had already been redirected in a drainage ditch which can
clearly be seen by comparing the 1835 Ordnance Survey one-inch map with the
six-inch maps of the 1880s. Topographical indicators such as these suggest the exis-
tence, from the medieval period up to fairly modern times, of the remnants of a
substantial wetland landscape immediately north of the village of Stoke Golding
extending into Dadlington township.

However, for our purposes, I wish to concentrate on the two named features
which can be said to throw light on our understanding of the battle of Bosworth;
that is, the one mention of the place called ‘þe brown heyth’ and the remarkable
seven mentions of ‘þe holow’. The ‘holow’ is significant, especially in its land-use
contexts: it lies in the Garbrodfelde, north of the present Crown Hill, and the
arable strips are described as ‘extending into it’; ‘una acra extendes in to holow’, ‘ii
rode extendet in to þe holow’ etc. The parcels of grassland under the heading Prata
are 12 ‘hades’ in all, 7 of which are described as being ‘in medio de holow’ ‘from
one part of the stream and another hade from the other part of the stream’ (ex una
parte rivuli et aliud had ex altera parte rivuli). What the Cotton MSS Galba E iii
document shows, therefore, is that here was a significant wetland feature, an exten-
sive sunken area, the edges of which were viable as hay meadow, in existence at
the time of the battle, and identifiable even today in the valley below Crown Hill
on the boundary of Stoke and Dadlington. The ‘Holow’ is traceable in numerous
records over the course of three hundred years, and survives into the nineteenth
century enclosures as ‘Hollow Meadow’ at SP 391979. Extending northward from
it into Dadlington today and still part of the ‘Hollow’, are ‘Miles Meadow’ and the
SSSI (Site of Special Scientific Interest) at Kendall’s Meadow (SP 394981),9 and
then the three Fen Meadows marked on the 1843 Dadlington Tithe Map, all of
which lay within the unusually broad band of alluvial silt in the valley below
Dadlington, and into which the issues from the ‘Bath’ and from the ‘Seggewelle’
drained. This needs to be emphasised, since soil-augering conducted during the
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8 Map outlining one of the proposed routes for the Ashby Canal, LRO, QS 72/2. It is now a popular
mooring-place, as is well-known to canal users along the Ashby canal. This pool would seem to be the
one identified as ‘Fenmore pytt’ (or ‘pond’) in the Dadlington court rolls (see note 11). The cleft of the hill
between Stoke and Dadlington was an allocated meadow and watering-hole identifiable in the BL, Cotton
MSS, Galba E iii document as ‘una placea prati vocat þe abbotes byris’ (the seventeenth century meadow
called ‘Berryes’ of 3 acres, 2 roods at SP 399977). The meadows adjacent are called ‘Bath Meadows’ on the
DadlingtonTithe map of 1843. This is likely to be the site of one of the significant ‘lydyates’ (gates control-
ling stock) frequently mentioned in the sixteenth century manorial records for Dadlington (listed under
LRO, 2D71/1/1–150; see below), and in this case associated with the ‘Ludgate lane’ descending the hill
from the main street in Stoke to ‘Ludgate pingle’ locatable from the 1605 Stoke Golding indenture.

9 See Nature Conservancy Council’s Report (1981) for the importance of this SSSI: ‘Probably the best
representative of this grassland community type in the central England Midlands.’ (See Foss, Field of
Redemore, p. 62 note 48).



recent survey in one of the Fen Meadows next to the Fenn Lanes identified peat
100 metres across, but by Carbon-14 dating only from before the fifth century.
This has been interpreted to mean that no ‘marsh’ existed in the eastern branch of
the alluvium in Dadlington at the time of the battle (as I suggested it did in The
Field of Redemore). However, this conclusion is challenged by a number of docu-
mentary indicators including the existence of the ‘holow’ as a significant wetland
feature in c.1480.10

That the ‘Holow’ did exist at the time of the battle and into the modern period
suggests not only the ubiquity of the marginal wetland but also its resilience to
drainage. It might well have been indicative of a ‘fen hole’ or bog of considerable
size or a sunken depression in which water had accumulated.That such ‘fen holes’
did exist, again from the medieval period to quite recent times, in the region of the
Fenn Lanes Roman road, is proved by the recent palaeobotanical analysis of a
fifteenth century peat deposit in ‘Fennes Hole’, the particular bog in Dadlington
parish which I identified in 1986 at SP 385980 (from seventeenth century docu-
ments).11 This particular ‘fen hole’ in the far west of the parish (very near the find-
spot of the Richard III boar badge) was again a remnant of the wetland system, this
time in the belt of the alluvium coinciding with the western channel of the Sence
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10 For assumptions about the marsh, see G.F. Foard, ‘Bosworth uncovered,’ BBCHistory Magazine, vol.
11, no. 3, (March 2010), p. 29; and ‘Finding Bosworth’, Battlefield: Magazine of the BattlefieldTrust, vol. 14,
no. 4 (Winter 2009/10); also repeated on numerous websites, also in R. Morris, Time’s Anvil: England,
Archaeology and the Imagination, London 2012, p. 310. It might be well to note that no technical report on
the peat analysis has been published to date. To be fair, Foard has since modified his opinion: ‘It seems
likely that we still do not fully understand the extent and character of the medieval fen, in part perhaps
because of decay of peat deposits through desiccation and the impact of cultivation’, G.F. Foard,
‘Discovering Bosworth’, British Archaeology, no. 112 (May-June, 2012), p. 28. The present writer also under-
took soil-borings in the Fen Meadows in 1987, with the help of the Department of Geography, University
of Leicester; peat layers were unearthed, but palaeobotanical analysis was not possible. It might be noted
generally that geological opinion states that the existence of peat from an earlier period does not necessarily
disprove the presence of later marshland, for wetland conditions can exist, depending upon microbial
activity and environmental conditions, without the specific formation of peat. For a fascinating glimpse
into the complexity of wetland conditions and environment, especially in relation to the formation of dif-
ferent types of peat, see C.A. Sinker, ‘The North Shropshire meres and mosses: a background for ecolo-
gists’, Field Studies, vol. 1, no. 4 (1962).

11 Foss, Field of Redemore, p. 57, notes 20, 21; p. 62, note 44. The peat deposits were apparently analysed
by palaeo-environmentalists at Bradford University. The evidence for the ubiquity of these ‘fen holes’ is
supported by frequent references to ‘pits’ and ‘holes’ lying in the valley below Dadlington in the sixteenth
century court rolls (views of frankpledge), when draining was in progress. ‘Wolehoolez’ are mentioned
from 1537 (LRO, 2D71/1/65), and ‘Fenmore pytt’ as a flooding pool is cited from 1551 to 1596 (LRO,
D271/1/91 (1551): ‘all inhabitants there should for one day make the head (ad fac capud de) of Fenmore pytt
sufficiently’; LRO, D271/1/121 (1571): ‘Edward Dickins will clean out the ditch at Fenmore pytt so that
the water of the same pool should hold its right course’). ‘Hindman’s Hole’ from 1605 (Sale Indenture,
Sheffield Library, 60787/3) can be identified with the well-spring at SP 404976. What we have from the
Leicester Abbey document and from local records, therefore, in addition to the evidence of the geology (see
below) is a much more complex picture than interpretations based on the archaeological finds have shown,
indicating that an overly-simplified view that a medieval marsh at the site of the battle existed only at the
‘Fen Hole’ (as has been claimed) is insupportable. I am indebted to Dr Mark Page for his translations of
the Dadlington court rolls.



tributary. This tributary, starting in the heathland at the confluence of the parishes
of Fenny Drayton, Higham and Stoke, drained into the ‘Fomers’, an area of wet
moorland, possibly standing water, in Shenton parish (also plotted by me in the
1980s).12 It is marked on the first edition Ordnance Survey map as ‘The Foomeers’
and a holding belonging to Fomer Farm existed on an island of drier land between
the alluvial belts until the late nineteenth century when the farm was relocated in
Shenton. Significantly, it is in the vicinity of the Fomers that many of the recent
artillery pieces have been found.13

To come back to the Leicester Abbey demesne terrier, another important iden-
tification is also possible. The name ‘Garbrodfelde’ indicates an open field jutting
out (in triangular formation, the ‘gore’ where the furlongs were ‘broad’)14 into
marginal land, which from the evidence of the furlong names shows that the ‘gore’
borders the parish of Higham-on-the-Hill in what was once an extensive heath
landscape.15 The ‘heath’-element corresponds to the western triangular extremity
of the parish, and part of this is named in the c.1480 document, ‘þe brown heyth’.
It is of course no coincidence that one of the earliest references to the battle of
Bosworth, in the Bodleian Library, Ashmole MS 1448, folio 275, cites Henry, earl
of Richmond, defeating King Richard III ‘super brownehethe’.16 This document,
whilst peripheral to the battle (since it is a genealogy), was nevertheless composed
most likely by a Tudor partisan reflecting knowledge of the battle from informa-
tion reaching London shortly after the event. ‘Brown heath’ (though unlikely to be
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12 ‘Fowlismere’, 1307 (the ‘mere of the wild birds’, OE fugol + mere), from CCR 1302–07, p. 544.
13 Interestingly, Mr C. Long, farmer at Fomers Farm in the 1980s, displayed part of a supposed battle-mace

or war-hammer found in the Fomer meadows on the window-sill of his kitchen when I visited in 1987.
14 From Old English ‘gore’ meaning ‘spear-shaped’. The gore was frequently land extending into

reclaimed waste. The strips called the ‘garbrodys’ in the BL, Cotton MSS, Galba E iii document (which
gave their name to the field) would have been situated here where broad strips were ploughed on poor-
quality land. The ‘garbrodys’ cannot have been the name of Crown Hill as the articles already cited
(‘Bosworth uncovered’, BBC History Magazine, p. 30 and ‘Discovering Bosworth’, British Archaeology, p.
28) asserted. Crown Hill is likely to have been the ‘Thorn Hill’ of medieval times. ‘Thorntell’ occurs once
in the Leicester Abbey demesne terrier within Halmorefelde (‘ii roda extendet inThorntell’), but the name,
surviving through to seventeenth century documents, both clarifies the etymology and also locates the
position. ‘Thorntell lane’ was the current Station Road in Stoke Golding (the highway leading westward
to Atherstone) and ‘Thorntayle hedge’ is probably identifiable onTrimnell’s 1637 map, dividing the ‘Great
Pasture’ (= ‘Great Parke’) from the furlongs. The word means ‘hill covered with thorn bushes’ (the common
or Midland hawthorn, Crataegus monogyna; crataegus laevigata) or, suggestively, ‘the raised tail of land
with thorns upon it’ (from OE þorn (thorn) + tægl (tail), the ‘tail’ being a piece of land projecting from a
larger one). This is suggestive because it describes exactly the profile of Crown Hill, which is the spur of
the hill on which the settlement stands. Could this explain the story (current from the early years of Henry
VII’s reign and reflected in contemporary iconography) that the royal crown was ‘placed’ (note, not
‘found’) in a hawthorn bush after the battle? This story is first described in F. Sandford,History of the Kings
and Queens of England, London 1677, p. 434.

15 Named locations ‘badlowhyll’, ‘plache’ and ‘merefurlong’ are all on the Higham boundary. The
‘mere’ in this case being the ancient boundary along the road from Higham Fields Farm to Upton Park,
called in the seventeenth century ‘Heath Lane’, a highway from Hinckley to Tamworth.

16 Bodleian Library, Ashmole MS 1448, f. 275. A. Hanham, Richard III and His Early Historians,Oxford
1975, p. 107.



a ‘formal’ name for the heathland to the west of Stoke Golding) can accurately be
located from local records to the area around Foxcover Farm (SP 381974),17 and
survived as a portion of the larger heath and waste in what is now the confluence
of the parishes of Fenny Drayton, Higham, Stoke and the southern section of the
civil parish of Upton. This was the area where, as I suggested in The Field of
Redemore,18 the armies of the earl most likely amassed prior to engaging arms on
the field of battle.

Geology and Soil

In order to define that ‘field of battle’ more closely – the ‘focus’ of my title, which
is in fact the ‘Redemore’ proper – we need to turn to the geology; in this way we
can distinguish the ‘brown heath’ (one name for the place of battle) from the
‘Redemore’ (the more authentic name). Let us remind ourselves that the place-
name ‘Redemore’ is another medieval toponym from the area just north of Stoke
Golding. Not only is it the most immediate name for the battle from the earliest
records – the York House Book of 23 August 1485 (a battle apud Redemore juxta
Leycester, ‘the feld of Redemore’; also ‘Redesmore’ and ‘Redmore feld’),19 but it
also occurs as a local name in the important thirteenth century tithe agreement
which I brought to light in 1985, and entitled then by me ‘The Hinckley-Lyre
Agreement’.20 My own work of that period authenticated this document, and
since then (in 1998) the eighteenth century transcription made in the charter-
house of Lyre Abbey to aid a local legal dispute, has been discovered in
Leicestershire Record Office.21 The document tells us that the named place lay at
least partly, if not substantially, in Dadlington township (in campis de
Daddlingtona). This has further been supported by another reference to the name
from the local records in the Dadlington court rolls from 1530 where tenants are
required to scour ‘Redmore dyke’ on pain of a fine of 12d. The established ety-
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17 William Carte et al vs. Richard Broadgate, 1618/9 in TNA, Chancery Proceedings, James I, C2,
Bundle S.39, no. 41. See also W.T. Hall, Records of Stoke Golding, 1940, republished by the Stoke Golding
History Group, 2005.

18 Foss, Field of Redemore, pp. 42–43.
19 York City Archives, York House Book B2–4, f. 169r-v. Correct readings of these documents were

confirmed to me in personal letters from York City archivist, R.J. Freedman, 3 October 1985, and L.
Attreed, 15 June 1987. The two further citations are also from contemporaneous reports: College of Arms
MS 2M6, and the Frowyck Chronicle, see A.F. Sutton and L. Visser-Fuchs, ‘The making of a minor
London chronicle in the household of Sir Thomas Frowyck (d. 1485)’, The Ricardian, vol. 10 (1994–96),
pp. 86–103.

20 P.J. Foss, ‘The battle of Bosworth – towards a reassessment’,Midland History, vol. 13 (1988), pp. 21–
33; and ‘A significant document: the Hinckley-Lyre Agreement (1283) and the site of the battle of
Bosworth’,Hinckley Historian, no.22 (Autumn 1988), pp. 5–13.

21 Discovered by Mr David Knight, LRO, DE 1243/125/1–4. Transcription by Frater Joseph Mullot,
Calleriargarde des Chartes, Lyre, in 1742; translation by the historianThomas Carte (1686–1754). Carte was
in Paris 1738–44 conducting research in the state archives and personally secured the copy of the document
at that time. Lyre’s medieval charters were destroyed during the French Revolution. See Appendix 2 in
Foss, Field of Redemore, pp. 76–78.



mology of the word (‘the moor of the reeds’, OE rheodes +mor), confirms that we
are dealing with an area of wetland with reed beds in the valley north and west of
the villages of Stoke and Dadlington. Other early place-name occurrences in the
same court rolls further reveal the nature of this landscape – references, for
example, to ‘Fennewey’ from 1429, to pools and dykes, and to a crossing most
likely of the Fenn Lanes Roman road which may be identified by the name ‘mere-
bridges’ from 1426 onwards, thus suggesting a remnant of standing water (a mere),
or at least a marsh, in the alluvial basin at the time of the battle.22

The geology of this area, whilst ostensibly unspectacular, is complex in character,
and hard to equate with what the modern eye sees on the ground.23 In geological
terms, the most recent substrata of Mercia mudstone group (formerly called Keuper
marl, a fine-grained soft-to-hard brown sandstone) was overlaid with varieties of
glacial drift, including lake clay, boulder clay, head, sand and gravel, as well as
deposits of alluvial silt from streams and lakes in post-glacial periods.To assume, as
D. T. Williams did,24 that Keuper marl, which breaks the surface occasionally, is
predominant and defines the nature of the landscape is immensely simplistic, espe-
cially when we consider alterations to surface soil over periods of human activity.
However, there has never been any ecological study of the area distinct from the
geology and soil surveys. Documents, such as the Cotton MSS, Galba E iii terrier,
are most useful in this respect, although records for the medieval period in this part
of west Leicestershire are disappointingly scarce. As is well known, both a canal
(completed 1804) and a railway line in two branches (opened 1873) were pushed
through the area, thus causing irrevocable changes to the geography, especially in
the wetland area on the boundary of Dadlington and Stoke. But these are obviously
not the only complications over the course of five hundred years, which have
resulted in obscuring the ‘natural’ landscape. These include agricultural interven-
tions such as the introduction of humus, sand, lime, marl, phosphates and nitrates
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22 Court Rolls for Dadlington, Views of Frankpledge, LRO, 2D71/34 (1429) for ‘Fennewey’: tenants
required to repair both the ‘Wodewey’ and the ‘Fennewey’; 2D71/1/56 (1530) for the scouring of ‘Redmore
dyke’. ‘Merebridges’ in various spellings appears in 2D71/1/33 (1426), 2D71/1/56 (1530), 2D71/1/95 (1553),
2D71/1130 (1575), one translated as, ‘all inhabitants there should make and mend the common bridge
called “mer’brigg”.’ There seems to be a distinction drawn in the records between ‘le fenes’ in the west of
the parish and ‘le Fenmore’ in the valley below the village (See LRO 2D71/1/98 (1555): ‘hedges and ditches
in “le fenes” … between Dadlington, Shenton and Upton’; also G.F. Farnham, Leicestershire Medieval
Village Notes, vol. 4 (Leicester 1930), p. 68, for ‘le Fennes’ in Shenton). As a matter of interest and compar-
ison, at Rede Hole, Suffolk, OS grid referenceTL 797562, is a peat bog (in fact several) on a heath near the
village of Rede, where its Domesday name (Rheoda), derives from this adjacent reed-bed ‘hollow’.

23 In the 1980s I was advised by Dr Robin Old and his team at the British Geological Survey, Keyworth,
Nottingham, who were then preparing the new edition of the Coalville Memoir, B.C. Worssam and R.A.
Old, The Geology of the County Around Coalville, Sheet 155 (BGS, 1988); see especially Chapter 9, p.104. I
was provided with the working notes and maps (still in hand) covering about 15 sq. kms. of the area of the
battlefield, drawn up by the field team for the geological survey. These include precise positions of several
hundred auger borings in the five parishes, with detailed descriptions of texture and colour of samplings,
geological classifications, features and anomalies. This information is unique to my study. I am indebted
also to Alan Cook for further help and advice on the geology of the area.

24 D.T. Williams, The Battle of Bosworth Field, Bosworth Publications 1996.



to the soils, in addition to natural phenomena such as silting and shrinkage. How
deceptive the superficial appearance of top soil can be, for instance, is typified by the
phenomenon of ‘poaching’ in long-term grazing landscapes – that is, the punching
down by horses’ hooves, cattle, sheep and pigs of surface soils so that they become
dry and crusty, whilst underneath they might still be damp and soft and even pre-
serve the characteristics of former wetland.

The geological picture that most distinguishes the area of the battlefield is the
‘anomalous’ expanse of alluvial deposit in the River Sence tributaries in
Dadlington, Stoke Golding and Shenton. These were described to me by Dr Old
in 1986 as occasioned by a ponding-up of the natural drainage system in the vicin-
ity of Shenton (at river terraces at SP 386998), thus causing pockets of peat to be
laid down up-stream in hollows and pits. In addition to this, the nature of the
alluvial soil itself, which is classified as ‘Fladbury Series’ (slowly permeable and
seasonally waterlogged, stoneless clayey silt with greyish-green and blue tints) in
the Soil Surveys,25 is characterised by its susceptibility to periodic flooding, and
thus from a land-use point of view potentially ideal for hay cultivation in the
medieval period. The geological picture corroborates what we see from the docu-
ments; that is, the cultivation of valuable hay meadow in areas of the wetland
where flooding, if managed, will provide the conditions for this crucial resource to
be harvested.26 At the same time such areas can be characterised by hazardous
pockets of mire and bog, some containing traces of wet sand and peat, others more
often through microbial activity, silt and soft mud (gyttja).27

A further distinction needs to be made regarding the wetland valley between
Dadlington and Shenton. The two areas of north-south alluvial deposits form an
eastern and a western branch – the eastern bisecting the Fenn Lanes and incorpo-
rating the Fen Meadows, Miles Meadow and Kendall’s Meadow, already referred
to, and the western branch in Shenton incorporating the Fomers, with an ‘arm’
west of that in Upton parish. Between the two is a broad area slightly raised (by
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25 W.A.D. Whitfield and G.R. Beard, Soils inWarwickshire IV, Soil Survey Record No. 66, Sheet 29/39,
Harpendon, 1980, passim.

26 This accounts for the specific allocation of sex rodas prati in the Redemor…quos dictus Gilbertus solv-
abit suis sumptibus levabit (‘which the said Gilbert [de Burstal] shall mow at his own charge and carry
away’) in the Hinckley-Lyre Agreement, see Foss, Field of Redemore, pp. 77–78. See also photograph of
the meadows in this branch of the alluvium under flood in 1988 in The Field of Redemore, plate 10, p. 37.

27 Gyttja, a Swedish term for a lacustrine mud rich in organic matter. The medieval micro-toponyms
and field names point to the flora characteristic of such landscape: ‘willow’, ‘ozier’, ‘sedge’, ‘withy’, ‘rush’,
‘reed’. ‘Running sand’ is reported by geologists and farmers and was confirmed by soil borings made in
1986. (3.5 metres of ‘running sand’ was encountered during the construction of the Natural Gas pipeline
by the river terraces at Sheepy Magna as reported by Worssom and Old, The Geology of the Country Around
Coalville, p.103.) Mr M. Burgess, farmer at Lodge Farm, Dadlington, was interviewed by Tim Parry in
July 1986 and recorded ‘wet sand’ and ‘black peaty soil’ in the Fen Meadows at SP 392985 (part of the 100
metres layer of peat excavated during the Battlefield Survey in 2006). Mr Burgess also described a ‘primitive
form of draining system’ in the south-west corner of Big Fen Meadow at SP 392982 involving a brick-
lined well with drains probably eighteenth or nineteenth century in date, since filled in by earlier farmers
(interview notes in writer’s hands).



approximately 2.5 metres) above the surrounding land (like a convex camber), but
otherwise still looking like a ‘plain’. This is mapped not as alluvium but as lake
clay (‘Ragdale Series’ in the soil classification), which is a ‘slowly permeable season-
ally waterlogged clayey and fine loamy soil’, wet but not subject to flooding. This
is firmer land but poor for cultivation, so traditionally used as pig common. On
Robert Cushee’s map of Shenton of 1727, this whole north-south landscape feature
of over thirty hectares (in Shenton alone) is marked as the ‘Great Moorey Leys’
with the ‘highway’ from Coventry to Bosworth passing over it (the present Mill
Lane).28 This was clearly regarded as moorland common and extended southward
into Dadlington parish for approximately another forty hectares. The evidence
suggests that by the fifteenth century this would have been a large open terrain
unimpeded by enclosures or cultivation well after the period of maximum expan-
sion of open field cultivation in the thirteenth century.29

In his ‘Assessment of the Documentary Sources for the Reconstruction of the
Historic Landscape’ for the Battlefield Survey (2006), Dr Mark Page rightly posed
the question

Was Redemore a single block of land or divided into a number of parcels? Was part
of the wetland periodically drained and cultivated, or was it an area of permanent
meadow and pasture? Such questions are important because Redemore is likely to
have comprised the area of marshland which played such a significant part in the
course of the battle.30

Whilst the exact answers to these questions are bound to be elusive owing to the
paucity of the documentary sources from the Middle Ages, it seems clear that,
having accepted that the Redemore is indeed the area just described, it cannot have
been a number of parcels of land at the time of the battle because the battle can
only have been fought in an open area such as is inferred from the name, and the
survival into the eighteenth century of the ‘Great Moorey Leyes’ – the kind of loca-
tion, in fact, ‘mete for twoo battayles to encountre’ that was sought by the combat-
ants at the battle of Bosworth.31 Page goes on to answer his own question about the
cultivation of the alluvial wetland: ‘Between 1350 and 1520, population fell as a
result of endemic plague, and much arable land fell out of cultivation … areas of
marshland were likely to develop, either as a result of neglect or the deliberate
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28 Survey of Shenton township by Robert Cushee, 1727, LRO, 6D43/31.
29 In this respect, the maps provided by Foard (British Archaeology, p. 28) and on the internet, are not

helpful in that they show furlong patterns at c.1300 rather than c.1500. The arable strips and land usages
were mapped by R.F. Hartley and others of the Leicestershire Museums in the 1980s.

30 M. Page, ‘Bosworth Battlefield Project: Assessment of the Documentary Sources for the
Reconstruction of the Historic Landscape’, unpublished interim report 2006, pp. 1–25.

31 This phrase, used by E. Halle, The Union of the Two Noble and Illustre Familyes of Lancaster and
Yorke. London, 1550, f. xxx, reflects the sense that medieval armies purposely sought appropriate locations
to engage battle at their best advantage with the forces they had; this had to be open land, often common
heath or moor, away from crofts, enclosures, cultivation, and other topographical hazards unless those
hazards could disadvantage the enemy (see below).



management of the landscape. The extent of Redemore and the marsh were likely
to be greater in the fifteenth century than at any other time before or since’.32

We have here, therefore, as near a focus as we will get for the Redemore proper;
this landscape combination of alluvial wetland with the lake clay moor; there can
be no doubt that this was the place earmarked for the battle of Bosworth and
which gave its name to it. However, there is one other aspect of the landscape
geology not covered by my book and that involves the ‘brown heath’. The under-
lying Mercia mudstone which surfaces in places along a line parallel with the
Upton-Shenton parish boundary is marked by the extrusion of what are called
sandstone skerries (fine brittle sandstone outcrops) along the geological boundary
with the alluvium west of the Sence tributaries. These skerries (mapped as ‘Flint
Series’ in the Soil Surveys) are predominant on the former heathland centred on
Upton Park, and are recognisable in arable cultivation as ‘dark-brown or brown
clay loam…developed in reddish till derived from Triassic rocks or reworked
Keuper mudstone’.33 The south-eastern segment of this heath in Stoke Golding
parish was probably called the ‘brown heath’ for this reason.34 The sandstone sker-
ries are further described as ‘blocky and at shallow depths, firm and stiff in all
weathers’, permeable with the chance of springs issuing at the fringes. The dis-
tinction between this geology and that to the east in a pre-improvement environ-
ment is, briefly, one between generally dry and firm scrub to the west of a line that
coincided roughly with the present Upton-Shenton parish boundary, and poorly-
drained moor bordering wet meadow to the east. In marginal areas at the edge of
the townships in the fifteenth century this would have had the appearance of furze
and heath on the one hand and bog and marsh on the other (the ‘Brown Heath’
in Stoke and the ‘Redemore’ in Dadlington). The incidence of the word ‘heath’
sometimes associated with the battle (the Calais Chronicle’s ‘Bosworthe hethe’ and
the ‘Redesmore heathe’ in an annotated copy of Fabyan’s Chronicle)35 would
suggest reports coming back from the field of battle that memorise this aspect of
the landscape where the victor’s armies had first converged.

Upton or Dadlington?

One of the consequences of premature statements made during the press confer-
ences attendant upon the revealing of the findings of the Bosworth Battlefield
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32 M. Page, ‘Assessment of the Documentary Sources’, p. 2.
33 Whitfield and Beard, Soils inWarwickshire IV, p. 59.
34 The interpretation given to the name by Oliver Harris, ‘…“Even here in Bosworth Field”: a disputed

site of battle’, The Ricardian, vol. 7 (1985–87), p. 198, cited in Foss, Field of Redemore, p. 32, is now super-
seded.

35 Chronicle of Robert Fabyan, 1533, National Library of Scotland, discovered by myself and Timothy
Parry, pictured in Foss, Field of Redemore, p. 13. This copy was owned and annotated by an individual who
had been close to affairs of state, possibly in the London council, during the reigns of Richard III and
Henry VII. One might also note ‘Redmore Heath’ in George Buck’sHistory of the Life and Reigne of Richard
the Third, London 1647 [composed 1619].



Survey in 2009, was that the battle was said to be newly-discovered ‘in a location
not previously suggested’, and this was then defined as Upton ‘where no-one had
been looking’.36 These statements are incorrect on two counts. First, in relation to
my own published work where the area around Upton Park is incorporated in my
putative scenario for the battle.37 Secondly, because the work I did in the 1980s
involved taking into account Farnham’sMedieval Village Notes for Upton (under
Sibson) and researching the Wollaston estate records lying within the township
of Upton from the seventeenth century onwards. In fact, from a documentary
point-of-view, the township of Upton has never been associated with the battle of
Bosworth, neither through mentions in sixteenth and seventeenth century
accounts, nor in antiquarian histories from the eighteenth century, nor in anec-
dotal or folkloric memories from the nineteenth century.

To take one pregnant line of enquiry, we may cite the historical record and con-
temporary reports of William Burton of Lindley (1575–1645) from the early seven-
teenth century based on information garnered in the 1590s to the 1620s and then
augmented up to 1645. The significance of Burton is that he had personal knowl-
edge of Upton’s manorial descents from family associations. Lindley lay within
the important parish of Higham, an ancient parochial jurisdiction adjacent, and
the Burtons owned rights in several neighbouring parishes. The modern civil
parish of Upton incorporates part of a former chapelry of Sibson, its mother
church, four miles to the north of Higham. Upton itself stands on a bare upland
three miles north-west of Stoke Golding and its southern portion is a post-
medieval extension into the inter-commoning waste that centred on the later
Upton Park, an area, as has been established, distinguished by the outcropping
Mercia mudstone with sandstone skerries that constituted in its natural state scrub
and furze typical of marginal landscapes. ‘Higham Rough’, later Heath Wood, at
SP 375971, describes the flora environment succinctly, as also fields nearby with
names such as ‘Gorsey’ and ‘Lousey Bush’. Rowden, on the Stoke side and part of
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36 Statements originally made by Glenn Foard and others in the press releases issued by Leicestershire
County Council to the national press on 28 October 2009; on the Bosworth Battlefield website (2009–12);
repeated at the ‘Finding Bosworth Field’ Conference, Leicestershire County Hall, Glenfield, 20 February
2010 (‘the one parish no-one had been looking in’); currently on the University of Leeds official website
(‘true location…never before suggested’); in the Ricardian Bulletin (March 2010), pp. 14–15; BBC History
Magazine (March 2010), p. 30 (‘mostly in Upton township in a location never before considered a potential
site for the battle…no one had searched the archives’); The Independent, 29 October 2009 (‘the core of
the battlefield in…a location not previously proposed’); The Guardian, 29 October 2009 (‘four previous
locations wrong’ – Martin Wainwright); The Guardian, 20 February 2010 (‘Upton – no historian had pre-
viously investigated the location’ – Maev Kennedy). These myths developed into the national press pin-
pointing the battlefield to one farm in Upton; it has even led to the publication of books showing diagrams
of a battle fought across the roof of one farm, e.g. T. Hickman, The Battlefields of Leicestershire [2004]
republished Stroud 2009.

37 Foss, Field of Redemore, pp. 42–43. Corrected in private letters to Professor Richard Holmes,
President of the BattlefieldsTrust, Glenn Foard, and Heather Broughton, Head of Heritage, Leicestershire
County Council, 30 October 2009. See my letter to the Ricardian Bulletin (June 2010, p. 50). Professor
Holmes replied in a private letter acknowledging that the archaeology had raised more questions than
answers, 21 February 2010.



Burton’s estates, means ‘rough or scrubby hill’. In the medieval period there had
been an intermingling here of lordship, parochial and manorial rights, as both the
Stoke Golding documentation shows and also as Burton records, where for
instance, he describes six yardlands (about 130 acres) within the lordship of
Higham but part of the manor of Dadlington.38

Burton’s personal associations with Upton would have picked up on any battle
connections. Examination of his family pedigree39 shows that there were two
family links with the battle of Bosworth through one of the three manorial hold-
ings in Upton. His sister, Jane, married Henry Banaster of Upton in 1611. Henry’s
great-grandfather, Thomas Banaster (died c.1550) inherited the Netherhall manor
at Upton through his first wife and had married, secondly, Dorothy, the daughter
of John Herdwick of Lindley (c.1537). As it happens, another daughter of John
Herdwick, Elizabeth, had married James Burton (c.1511), William Burton’s great-
grandfather (d. 1543). It is through these alliances that the story came down that
Herdwick had provided the earl of Richmond with information regarding the lie
of the land on his arrival at Atherstone.40 Thomas Banaster was son of John
Banaster of Bosworth, gentleman, who was steward (in 1516) to Sir Robert
Harcourt, who had fought at the battle of Bosworth, thus providing us with the
second circumstantial connection with the battle through Burton’s family.

In contrast, when it came to compiling his Description of Leicestershire (1622),
Burton refers to the battle of Bosworth under only two townships in the gazetteer,
Bosworth and Dadlington. Under Bosworth, as is well known, he knowledgeably
states that the battle was fought ‘in a large, flat, plaine, and spacious ground, three
miles distant from thisTowne, betweene theTowne of Shenton, Sutton, Dadlington
and Stoke’, and under Dadlington he writes that it stood ‘not farre from the place
where King Richard His felde was fought’.41 Furthermore, the known references
to burials or battle artefacts being ploughed up are in three parishes only: Stoke,
Dadlington and Shenton.42 The Stoke reference is significant because of its early
date. Burton writes, ‘diverse pieces of armor’ and fifteenth century arrowheads
were ‘digged up … at the inclosure of … Stoke,’ that is, under its Harrington own-
ership (c.1585).43 These early enclosures included parts of the ‘Heath’ and ‘Fennes
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38 See William Burton on Higham in his 1645 copy of The Description of Leicestershire, Staffordshire
Record Office, 649/4/3; and the Carte vs. Broadgate dispute (as cited). The manor of Dadlington was pur-
chased by Ralph Burton (d. 1619), William Burton’s father. The enclosure of Higham in the 1630s saw
arrangements made for a significant exchange of land between tenants in Dadlington and Higham to
smooth out anomalies, see Dadlington Court Rolls, LRO, DE226/4/16 (1632).

39 J. Nichols,History and Antiquities of the County of Leicester, 4 vols in 8, London 1795–1815, vol. 4, part
2, pp. 505, 635, 957.

40 Foss, Field of Redemore, p. 42.
41 Burton, Description of Leicestershire, pp. 47, 82. Author’s italics.
42 The Shenton testimony is late – in W. Gardner’sMusic and Friends, London 1838, pp. 591–92. I also

record the finding of a cannonball in Upton lordship, from J. Throsby, Select Views in Leicestershire,
Leicester 1789; Foss, Field of Redemore, p. 73, note C2.

43 Burton,Description of Leicestershire, p. 47. If these ‘finds’ made up part of the ‘arrow storm’ at the start
of the battle (locatable to known enclosures of the time such as ‘Heath and Fennes Hole’, ‘Lambecote



Hole’ mentioned in the 1605 indenture, near the Upton boundary, and also the
three closes named after the Crownhillfeilde of the sixteenth century and situated
below the spur of the hill on the west side of Stoke. These incorporated in the
same allocation the ‘Hollow Meadow’ reclaimed out of the fifteenth century
‘Holow’ on the Stoke-Dadlington boundary. This ‘Hollow Meadow’ therefore
becomes a salient pointer to battle activity in the landscape of the four parishes.
This is reinforced in an unguarded remark made by John Nichols in his History
and Antiquities of Hinckley (1782), where he reports that ‘in the field still known by
the name of Crown Hill … there have been dug up many human skeletons, which
are said to be very common on breaking fresh ground’.44 This is included under
Dadlington but the ‘field’ he refers to is the enclosed portion of the open field
stretching from the summit of Crown Hill in Stoke to the ‘holow’ in Dadlington.
The upper parts of the hill were used for sand and gravel extraction in the eigh-
teenth century, the lower, the ‘Hollow Meadow’ on the parish boundary. This is
the site of the fifteenth century swamp or pool, which, as we have seen, was present
at the time of the battle because recorded in the Cotton MSS, Galba E iii terrier.

The Dadlington references which closely link this township with the battle are
now well-known, having been fully documented since the 1980s, although their
implications as evidence are still, unaccountably, avoided. There is no doubt that
burials from the 1485 battle took place at Dadlington church – the confraternity
letter of c.1516 states this unequivocally and many reports since augment it.45 The
likely meaning of the word ‘beilding’ in the royal signet warrant of 1511 – that is,
indicating ‘repair’ or ‘additions’ to an existing chapel (‘for and towardes the beild-
ing of a chapel upon a parcel of grounde wher Bosworth Feld otherwise called
Dadlyngton Feld … was done’) – was confirmed by Sir Howard Colvin in 1986.46

Of course, the proof positive of such burials can only be an excavation of a segment
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furlong’ and ‘Crown Hill Close’) then it indicates a firing trajectory from the north east to the south west
across Dadlington township. It should also be remembered that certain soil types (such as the ‘Fladbury’
and ‘Ragdale’ series) have a pH and Eh (acid and oxidation) content that corrodes iron and bone more
effectively than in other areas, so that the survival of arrow heads today is likely to be, if at all possible,
highly compromised.

44 J. Nichols, History and Antiquities of Hinckley in the County of Leicester, including the Hamlets of
Stoke, Dadlington,Wykin and the Hyde, London 1782, pp. 100–01. William Hutton, The Battle of Bosworth
Field, London 1813, pp. 128, 133, also draws attention to Hollow Meadow and its traditional association
with the battle, which might have some credence unrecognised by him, although he did assume it pointed
to grave-pits.

45 Foss, Field of Redemore, Appendix 1, pp. 74–75, notes D2, E2.
46 Letter from H.M. Colvin to Tim Parry, 30 August 1987, copy in the present writer’s hands. This

gives Colvin’s opinion on the matter, with examples of the use of the term in this sense in other instances
from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, among them moneys paid in 1617 to the Stationers’
Company for printing briefs ‘for the buildinge of Northam Church [Devon]’ and ‘to build a church at
Clare [Suffolk]’, where both instances refer to repair and additions to existing structures (the latter the
large chancel of c.1617–19). See W.A. Bewes, Church Briefs or RoyalWarrants for Collections for Charitable
Objects, London, 1896. This contradicts the view currently held by English Heritage, Register of Historic
Battlefields: ‘Designation Advice – Working Draft, BP 2010/4’ for Bosworth, dated 21 February 2012 (avail-
able on the English Heritage website), where a separate chapel, ‘still to be found’, is suggested.



of Dadlington churchyard, archaeological analysis and scientific testing of the
recovered bones, such as has taken place at Towton. Unfortunately, this looks
unlikely to happen. All we have, therefore, is the documentation, and that is
remarkably conclusive. But the question is, were these the only burials, and why
Dadlington?

In an excellent article published in The Ricardian in 198647 Oliver Harris sug-
gested that the churchwardens sued for licence to collect alms to found the com-
memorative chantry in their church as an act of economic opportunism because
of the favourable circumstances of the new reign and the occasion of King Henry
VIII being at court in the Midlands.48 This is an interesting argument, but I would
like to offer a more pressing reason for the opportunism suggested: simply, that the
burials at the church at Dadlington were taking place at that time. It is true that
the opportunity arose because of the promising conditions attendant upon a new
reign and a new king after 1509, but these favourable conditions were also the
background to the programme of land reclamation and fen drainage that was
being undertaken then in earnest.49 It is during that sort of activity that bodies
would have been unearthed at the site of battle and then re-buried at Dadlington,
paralleling the later discovery of armaments at the time of enclosure after 1585.
This would then occasion the plea for permission to collect subventions to
enhance the church, which already had an earlier chantry foundation.50 That this
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47 O.D. Harris, ‘The Bosworth commemoration at Dadlington’, The Ricardian, vol. 7 (1985–87), pp.
115–31.

48 The young king signed the signet warrant at Nottingham on 24 August 1511, where he had been res-
ident two weeks. He moved his court to Coventry a week later via Merevale Abbey.

49 As shown in the numerous orders laid down and activities described in the views of frankpledge
from the Dadlington court rolls from 1511 onwards. These confirm Holinshed’s remark that the ‘gret
marresse’ (at the site of the battle) was ‘by reason of diches cast … growen to be firme ground’, (Raphael
Holinshed, The Chronicles of England, Scotland and Ireland, London 1577, vol. 2, f. 1416ff.). LRO,
2D71/1/46 (1510): ‘It is ordered that the vill there construct (“construer”) boundaries … each tenant to
construct his fences and enclose around his several fields’; LRO, 2D71/1/47 (1510): ‘It is ordered that each
tenant make his enclosure around the several fields’; LRO 2D71/1/48 (1511): ‘It is ordered that each tenant
should construct closes and “les gapp” at “le Asshgreyve hegge”…’; LRO, 2D71/1/49 (1511): ‘Each tenant
should make and mend his ditch at “Stapultondyke”, “Asshegrevedyke” and “Havethorne[?]dyke”, and
clean the ditches at “Leyagat”’; LRO 2D71/1/54 (1525): ‘Thomas Grym to inspect (“scrutar[?]”) the ditch
at “le Lydgate” … all tenants to clean and scour ditch called “Shortmedowe dyche”’; LRO, 2D71/1/55
(1529): ‘No tenant to be absent at the meadow at the drawing of “le water forowe” … “Fenmore” to be
made (“fec”) [mutation of ‘Redemore’ into ‘Fenmore’?]’; LRO, 2D71/1/56 (1530): ‘The “merebridgis” are
to be made … “Redmore dyke” scoured (“scurat”)’; LRO 2D71/1/57 (1533): ‘“Wilmordyke” should be
made’; LRO, 2D71/1/60 (1535): Orders restraining cutting down (‘scalpav’) between the separate water-
courses (‘separal aquam’); LRO, 2D71/1/95 (1553): ‘all inhabitants to make and mend their nuisance ditches
in the “Wildmore” [Wilmore?]’; LRO, 2D71/1/100 (1556): ‘All inhabitants there to make their nuisance
fences and ditches in “le Fenes”’; LRO, 2D71/1/130 (1575): ‘A pain laid that “meare bridg” be made …
“Fenmore hedge” be made and scoured’. These orders and fines continue through the sixteenth century
with frequent references to the mending and scouring of ditches in the fen, the repair of the ‘merebridges’,
closing off pasture and arable, controlling water. Many of the locations can be roughly identified.

50 T.V. Parry, A Church for Bosworth Field, published by author [1985] 1998, pp. 3–4; available in
Dadlington Church.
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is so is confirmed by the wording of the confraternity letter or indulgence that fol-
lowed the licence being given. ‘Seynt James chapell to ye wheche ye bodyes or
bones of the men sleyne in ye seide feelde beth broght & buryed’ indicates, by the
use of the present participle ‘beth’ (i.e. ‘are being brought’) and the mention of
‘bones’, that bodies were then being exhumed and re-buried. This has proved to
be the case at Towton, where recent archaeological investigation has unearthed
fragments of disarticulated bone, from feet and hands, from what are interpreted
as temporary grave pits on the field of battle near where the slain fell. Such finds
establish that the bodies found at Towton Hall in 1996 in the vicinity of the
Battlefield Chapel, founded by Edward IV and re-commenced by Richard III,
were re-burials over twenty years later.51 At Bosworth, the likely site of at least
some of the initial grave pits on the field of battle is in the region of the bogs and
swamps (including ‘the holow’) in the alluvial basin of Dadlington parish.

The Archaeological Problem Remains

Appendix One to my book The Field of Redemore (1990, 1998) was entitled ‘The
Archaeological Problem’, the intention being to bring together all the known ref-
erences to the archaeology of the Bosworth battlefield, both legendary and artefac-
tual, and also to emphasise the fact that no focussed archaeological field-work had
ever been undertaken. Most of the items discovered in historic times, understand-
ably, had never been satisfactorily documented or provenanced. During 2005 to
2009, a Heritage Lottery-funded survey (£154,000) was conducted by the
Battlefields Trust, and items ostensibly related to the battle were discovered,
enabling for the first time such finds to be examined and identified under con-
trolled conditions. These discoveries were immensely important, but many ques-
tions still remain about the nature of the evidence and the interpretation that can
be given. This is partly due to the ongoing debate about battle weaponry of the
time (especially early types of artillery, their uses and effect), and partly too because
of the incomplete nature of the survey itself, which was intended, optimistically,
to cover an area comprising virtually four, even five, parishes.

At present thirty-four artillery or round-shot have been found in a swathe of
land in the parishes of Shenton, Upton and Stoke Golding. These artillery pieces
range from a gun pellet of 15mm to a ‘cannonball’ of 95mm in diameter; they have
been described as the largest scatter of such round-shot to be found ‘on all
European battlefields of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries put together’.52 All
are of lead composite and were discovered through a systematic programme of
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51 C. Knüsel, A. Boylston, V. Fiorato, eds, Blood Red Roses: The Archaeology of a Mass Grave from the
Battle of Towton AD 1461,Oxford 2000; T.L. Sutherland and S. Richardson, ‘Arrows point to mass graves:
the location of the dead from the battle of Towton, AD 1461’, in D. Scott, L. Babits and C. Haeker, eds,
Fields of Conflict: Battlefield Archaeology from the Roman Empire to the KoreanWar, [2006] Virginia 2009,
2 vols, vol. 1, pp. 160–73. Update byT. Sutherland in a talk, Mansion House, York, April 2011; the findings
have yet to be published, see Ricardian Bulletin June 2011, p. 32.

52 G.F. Foard, ‘Bosworth uncovered’, BBC History Magazine, p. 26.



metal-detecting. Some are reckoned to be ‘gun-pellets’ – shot from early types of
arquebuses or hand-guns – others, interestingly, comprising stone or flint inclu-
sions and some encasing a solid iron ‘dice’. These, it is thought, might have been
intended to lighten their weight in the firing, or have an anti-personnel effect.
Some might show evidence of firing marks; others not. Some are angular and may
reflect the individual cannon bore. It has been deduced from these that about ten
different types of guns were employed at Bosworth.

In addition, the metal-detecting component of the survey retrieved a number
of non-ferrous items which are thought to date from the late fifteenth century but
need not specifically be related to the battle.53 These include buckles, buttons,
strap-ends, harness pendants, spur rowels, finger rings and coins of the period;
then there are other items found in other parts of the field which are very probably
from the battle. These include an eagle badge, a ‘Yorkist’ sun-emblem and a
heraldic pendant thought to be of the family of Wake. Among these items is the
remarkable silver-gilt boar badge, 28mm long, which emerged east of Fenn Lane
Farm in 2009 at about SP 383980. At the time of these discoveries much was made
of the concentrated scatter of round-shot on either side of the Fenn Lanes and
around Fenn Lane Farm, and a remnant of a high-status gilded copper-alloy
fifteenth century sword cross-guard found near the road in the vicinity of the farm
has been interpreted to indicate the location of hand-to-hand fighting at the battle.

The dedication of the small band of metal detectorists, and the man-hours
involved, are not in doubt, but extreme caution should be taken with the interpre-
tation imposed. An ostensibly ‘concentrated’ scatter of thirty-odd small cannon-
balls looks impressive on a map, but this scatter covers an area of approximately
five square kilometres and is clearly a very small percentage of the number of shot
that must have been fired in this battle, when one considers the evidence for the
use of artillery from the sources.54 The idea that they provide clues to battle
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53 The metal detectors were geared to retrieve non-ferrous material only. ‘Some artefacts are deemed
highly likely to be dropped or knocked off during the battle, but the rest are merely possibly from the
22nd August and could actually be from 30 years either side of the battle date. The lack of very close dating
of small finds from a landscape survey is one of the greatest problems with this sort of work. There are
many other artefacts of medieval date from the survey but they are demonstrably domestic or significantly
predate the battle,’ Richard Knox, Bosworth Battlefield Heritage Centre, in personal communication,
July 2010. I am indebted to Jon Hoyle for further archaeological advice and help with the map.

54 So far as I know, no account is taken of stone or iron cannon balls and the various unprovenanced
items found at the battle over the years which are in museums or in private hands, some associated with
other locations in the area. The evidence for the use of artillery at Bosworth is indisputable, but only on
the king’s side: the ‘Bosworthe Feilde’ ballad speaks of ‘ordinance’, ‘Sarpendines’, ‘bombards’,
‘Harquebusyers’ and ‘gunns’, J.W. Hales and F.J. Furnivall, eds., Bishop Percy’s Folio Manuscript, 3 vols,
vol. 3, London 1868, pp.253–57; Molinet speaks of ‘un grande quantité d’engiens volans’ on Richard’s side,
G. Doutreponts and O Jodogne, eds, Chroniques de Jean Molinet, Brussels 1935, 3 vols, vol. 1, p. 434;
Henry’s act of attainder after his victory speaks of ‘guns’ being brought against him, Rotuli Parliamentorum,
6 vols, London n.d., vol. 6, p.276. Commynes’ Chronicle also records ordnance being offered to Henry in
France; we presume he brought these over but there is no specific record of guns being fired on Henry’s side
at the battle (L.M.E. Dupont, ed., Memoirs de Philippe de Commynes, Paris 1840–7, 3 vols, vol. 2, pp.
159–60).



manoeuvres, deployments, even close-combat fighting (the ‘core of a battle’), is
illusory. There is also the problem of the balanced nature of the survey and its con-
sistency. The round-shot scatter is largely confined to fields of certain soil types
that were intensively surveyed, where transects were first at intervals of ten metres,
then two and a half metres. Other fields, within the battlefield area, potentially
crucial, for reasons of time, permission and funding, were surveyed less intensively,
and others not at all (the 10–metre transects cover 20% of the surface as opposed
to 80% in the intensively-surveyed areas). Some locations (such as Hollow
Meadow)55 have been left out entirely. Others (in Sutton Cheney and Ambion, for
instance) were surveyed at an earlier stage of the project (2004) to a different
methodology.56 This obviously has an effect upon the overall picture and the even-
ness of the results, and hence the validity of any interpretation.

There is also the question of the in situ nature of the artefacts found. Can we be
sure that the round shot lies where it dropped on 22 August 1485? How many
pieces were fired, how many unused or discarded? More crucially, how many have
been dislodged in soil disturbance over the last five hundred years? This applies
even more pertinently to the other battle-related items found along the Fenn
Lanes, such as the fifteenth century sword piece. Recently, it has been shown57

that earth movement activity has been extensive throughout the Fenn Lanes area
over many years, in some cases exactly along the route of a cluster of the finds,
and obviously also around the much-disturbed setting of the nineteenth century
Fenn Lane Farm itself with its barns, sheds and bunds. The conclusion is that the
extensive disturbance of the top soil at times down to three metres (in the case of
the gas pipeline), and the distribution of that soil over adjacent land up to thirty
metres – in addition to possible importation of soil from elsewhere for purposes of
infilling and banking-up – seriously affects the geographical profile along the Fenn
Lanes. So far as I know, this matter has not been explained, and the interpretation
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55 Much of the eastern branch of the alluvial meadows in Dadlington and Stoke Golding has not been
surveyed; as of 2012 there are still fields east and west of Mill Lane in Shenton (in an area that could have
seen the encounter of the vanguards) still to be done, in order to connect the east and west scatters. This
is no one’s fault, simply a matter of the enormity of the project and time and funding, but it does have a
bearing upon the interpretation of the finds.

56 With different personnel and equipment, and without GPS (Global Positioning System) tracking.
The hazardous nature of the differentials in the methodology of this kind of work, and the unpredictability
of the results, are covered by Richard Morris in reviewing Foard’s work at Edgehill, in Time’s Anvil, pp.
305–6.

57 A.F. Cook, ‘The Scientific and Archaeological Validity of Recent “in situ” Cannonball and Round
Shot in the Highly DisturbedTerrain of “Bosworth Battlefield” Project Site’, unpublished paper September
2010, pp. 1–40. As well as recorded historic instances of fen drainage (from the sixteenth century), there
has been extensive and systematic draining activity through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, using
mole drains and cylindrical tile drains (also trenches called ‘suffs’ or ‘soughs’ in the local dialect) laid in 10
metre spacings throughout the fields in the Fladbury and Ragdale soil types (in the alluvium and on the
lake clay). In addition, a 14–inch water pipeline was laid alongside the verge of the Fenn Lanes in 1925–6,
disturbing soil 5 metres wide. In 1968–9, a Natural Gas pipeline was laid through the Upton Park area, and
at the back of Fenn Lane Farm from the Upton Park corner across to Stoke Golding, visible on aerial pho-
tographs. This disturbed ground for 24 metres wide and created 3–metre high bunds along the corridor.



of the finds (certainly as in situ) within that corridor is in question. This is worry-
ing.58 Conclusions have been arrived at, broadcast in popular magazines, on uni-
versity internet sites and in the media, but a report recording at least a modicum
of measurements, contexts and analysis, has not yet appeared, even in an interim
form.59

Currently it is impossible to give a precise reading within this landscape as to
where particular events at the battle of Bosworth occurred. We cannot say (and
this is probably true of any medieval battle) exactly where, for instance, the com-
manders were stationed, how the manoeuvres were co-ordinated, where the battle
lines were drawn up, or where Richard III was killed. On all these issues we are still
in the area of speculation. Still, I will try to end with a brief refining of parts of my
own conjectural scenario contained inThe Field of Redemore as deduced from what
is already known from the sources, and through seeing this landscape as it appears
in the local documents.

Conjectural Scenario

The earl of Richmond coming from Atherstone, and having been informed of the
terrain by local guides and ‘scurryers’, would have been advised to draw up his
‘battayle’ on the eastern fringe of the firmer land, possibly having brought his
forces together the night before on the common waste around Stoke and Upton
Park (part of the ‘brown heath’) – hence the scale of Henry VII’s later reparations
to Fenny Drayton township which extends here.60 On the morning of the battle
he would have faced a ‘wetland’ terrain to the east, with its unspecified bogs and
holes, and a known (and possibly separate) expanse of moorland and marsh, the
‘Redemore’. Beyond these, on the upland of Sutton Cheney, were the king’s posi-
tions and the camps of several armies. The king had already taken the advantage
of the ground by securing a point overlooking the terrain (Ambion Hill, as
Holinshed and Burton noted). He too would have been aware of wet meadows
and waste in the valley bottom, but the nature and extent of this landscape, with
its hidden holes and pits, was unpredictable. Both commanders and their lieu-
tenants had studied the Roman military historian, Vegetius. Indeed, Henry as king
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58 And as this article shows, mistakes have already been made. More recent statements by Glenn Foard
are more cautious: ‘ideally … the battle archaeology provides data wholly independent from the docu-
mentary sources’ (implying this has not happened). ‘At Bosworth the subsequent difficulties with terrain
reconstruction meant metal detecting began in reconnaissance mode’ (implying summarily). ‘The survey
is incomplete due to the restrictions of the agricultural regime … Many uncertainties remain, not least
because the Battlefield Survey is incomplete’, British Archaeology, May-June 2012, p. 30.

59 As of February 2013. However, ‘The full report on the research is still in draft but its essential findings
are not in doubt’, English Heritage, Register of Historic Battlefields: ‘Designation Advice – Working Draft’,
21 February 2012, p. 5 This is an astonishing statement, and reflects the current culture of fast results,
commercial pressure and lack of rigour which obscures much proper judgement in our time.

60 W. Campbell, ed.,Materials for a History of the Reign of HenryVII, 2 vols, Rolls Series, London 1873,
1877, vol. 1, pp. 1, 188, 201.



commended Caxton to translate and print Christine de Pisan’s celebrated version
of c.1408, popular in the French.61 All these strategies of position and advantage
are described fully in de Pisan’s book. Also described is the recommendation that
an army begins by striking doubt and fear into an enemy, ‘letting them know their
strength’, and this seems to have been the tactic of the king, whose long battle line
is described in PolydoreVergil. His ranging of ordnance and artillery against the
enemy and his firing of a massive salvo at the enemy’s lines, is described in
Molinet.62 This would obviously have come from a position to the east and may
account for the particular scatter of round-shot discovered.

To avoid the fire and to use the terrain effectively, a fierce attack was made on
the right wing of Richard’s line, and when it flagged, the classic Roman method of
the ‘plumpe’ was used (facto cuneo, wedge-shaped grouping) by the experienced
commander John de Vere, Earl of Oxford, and his lieutenants, thereby breaking
the line and overwhelming the king’s vanguard.63 We cannot be sure where this
encounter occurred, but it seems to have been after having negotiated a part of
the wetland (putting it on the right hand side as a defence). The wet waste called
the Fomers may fit this scenario and the permeable moorland common south of
Shenton, an ‘island’ between the branches of alluvium, might well be the scene of
this particular battle.64 The king’s charge, in another part of the field to the south,
historians agree, was a desperate attempt to save the day. The final mêlée which it
precipitated, would have been close to one of the branches of the wetland along
the Fenn Lanes. The evidence of sandstone skerries might be a clue to the name
‘Sandeford’, but that is still an intriguing and unknown factor, though a ford-
crossing or causeway is likely to be associated with the Roman road, as we have
seen. The suggestion has been that the king’s last stand took place at the ‘Fennes
Hole’ in the western branch of alluvium (based on the proximity of the boar badge
find), but this cannot be proved. It does support, however, the picture we have of
the king’s impulsive advance against his opponent’s retinue, which is said to be
some distance away. This ‘Fennes Hole’ lay within the manorial jurisdiction and
chapelry of Dadlington, but is only one of several such pits and bogs in the vicin-
ity. However, it is likely that this area of moorland meadow and waste saw some of
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61 Vegetius,De ReMilitari; see Christine de Pisan in A.T.P. Byles, ed.,The Book of the Faytes of Arms and
of Chivalrye, Early English Text Society, OS 189 (1932), p. 291; my page quotes are from this edition.

62 This could well have been at a distance of 1 km with ‘bouncing’, as proved by recent experiments
with similar cannonshot (of 60mm diameter) to those found in 2009. Doutrepont and Jodogne, eds.,
Chroniques de Jean Molinet, vol. 1, p. 435.

63 ‘And thou muste take kepe that thyn enemyes make not a plowmpe of theyre folke to entre and
breke thy bataylle in travers’, de Pisan, Faytes, p. 90.

64 Was this why this ‘great moor’ (of 1727) came to be associated with the battle in eighteenth century
histories (Hutton, Nichols et.al.)? The name given to this moor, ‘Whitemoors’, is not evidenced before
1770 and is probably not topologically authentic, though it should be noted that the ‘white’-element, from
OE ‘wite’, is common in west Leicestershire to indicate dry moors (sometimes upland, as in Stoke
Golding’s ‘Whytmorefelde’) as opposed to wet moors. Perhaps the ‘dry’ description for this moor devel-
oped in the seventeenth century to distinguish what had been a ‘wet’ moor in former times (i.e. part of the
‘Redemore’).



the slaughter occasioned by the fuga, as described in Vergil, with its consequent
temporary burials.

In The Fayttes of Arms, Christine de Pisan, after detailed recommendations to
commanders as to how to take advantage of the terrain, the sun and the wind,
makes the surprising but obvious point that, despite all preparations, it is left to
God to determine the outcome of a battle: ‘Neverthelesse after that that it is sayd
above the falles and the adventures of the bataylles ben wondrefull and merveyl-
lous For hyt happeth at suche a tyme as god wylle helpe that one partye and
nought that other’.65 She cites the example from the classics of how the Romans
defeated King Jugurtha’s larger Numidian army by virtue of an unexpected rain-
storm. On 22 August 1485, two armies met in a corner of west Leicestershire, where
each of the combatants hoped to find the terrain suited to their purpose, a place
‘mete for twoo battayles to encountre’, but we cannot be sure whether the expec-
tations matched the topographical reality, nor whether any of the other advanta-
geous aspects described in the sources (sun and wind) were present, or whether
they were not simply projections of military desires and ideals. What is certain is
that many of the king’s supporters either did not engage arms or turned against
him. For a weak claimant encountering an unfamiliar landscape after a long
march, and ranged with a small army of foreigners against a reigning sovereign, the
decisive victory at Redemore must have seemed to Henry nothing less than the
work of God.

This article is dedicated to the memory of Tim Parry (1960–2006)
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65 De Pisan, Faytes, p.87.


